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EUROPE, January 7, 2008 – BenQ today announces the launch of BenQ SP870 digital projector – an ultra-high 
brightness projector that redefines the way presentations are delivered in virtually any environment ranging from 
classroom and meeting room to auditorium and public display area. The BenQ SP870 distinguishes itself from other 
conventional projectors by offering an unprecedented high brightness level at 5000 ANSI lumens; users will no longer 
have to turn off lights when delivering presentations thus maintaining a fully lit environment for taking notes or reading 
through documents. In addition to featuring an auditorium-class brightness level, the SP870 also packs a full suite of 

features required by a business projector. 

Weighing at 4.9kg, the SP870 is able to project an ultra-crisp 1024 x 768 XGA 
resolution at a 2000:1 sharp contrast ratio. It also features a wealth of imaging 
technologies that are essential for a projector to operate under fully-lit environments. 
With DLP® BrilliantColor™ chipset, the SP870 not only performs multicolor 
processing for stunning, vibrant colors on the screen, but also ensures higher 
brightness and superior contrast for deeper blacks and brighter whites. 
BrilliantColor™ uses up to six separate colors to enable up to a 50% increase in 
brightness and expands the color palette beyond red/green/blue to yellow, white, 
magenta and cyan for more realistic and lifelike color reproduction. It also enhances 
mid tone colors for true, accurate color reproduction. Users will notice improvement 
in color accuracy, higher brightness and brightened secondary colors with less 
interference. 

Engineered to operate in fully-lit environments, the SP870 employed OSRAM’s UNISHAPE™ technology which enables 
the projector to render brighter images with richer color depth at higher contrast. With UNISHAPE™, the SP870 is able 
to counteract loss of image brightness by varying the intensity of the projector lamp in synchronization with the color 
wheel, resulting a 40% increase of image brightness and boosts specific colors in different setting modes. 

Moreover, to provide precise and customized control of individual colors, the 3D Color Management is incorporated to 
allow users to fine-tune the hue, saturation, and gain of primary colors to suit to their optimum value while adjusting color 
intensity for natural-looking visuals to meet the requirements of specific applications. 
 


